Oil Temperature Sender Kit

Temp senders have a range of 140-320°F. This style also includes an adapter with female 5/8-18 threads to accept an Auto Meter or Stewart-Warner mechanical gauge. Hint: The end of the temperature sensing bulb or sender must not touch the opposite side of the adapter. Modify the adapter for clearance if necessary.

These in-line adapters make it easy to install an electrical or mechanical temperature gauge in a coolant hose. Our 1/8 NPT Gauge In-Line Adapters are machined brass with a 1/8 NPT female port for installing an electrical gauge sender. Our 3/8 NPT Gauge In-Line Adapters are machined aluminum with a 3/8 NPT port. This style also includes an adapter with female 1/8-18 threads to accept an Auto Meter or Stewart-Warner mechanical temperature gauge.

Each kit includes a 1/8 NPT sender with adapters for 1/4 NPT, 3/8 NPT, and 1/2 NPT ports.

Pressures shown are current as of “April 21, 2020”. Prices shown are current as of “April 21, 2020”.